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Abstract
The analysis of flowing afterglow plasmas containing H3 + or D3 ÷ ions indicates
that the de-ionization of such plasmas does not occur by simple dissociative
recombination of ions with electrons. An alternative model of de-ionization is proposed
in which electrons are captured into H3** autoionizing Rydberg states that are stabilized
by collisional mixing of the Rydberg molecules' angular momenta. The proposed
mechanism would enable de-ionization to occur without the need for dissociative
recombination by the mechanism of potential-surface crossings.
I. Introduction
The dissociative recombination (DR) of electrons with H3 + ions
H3 ÷ + e- ---) H+H+H
---) H2+ H (1)
is thought to be a key process in the ionospheres of the outer planets, in interstellar
plasmas, and in many electrical discharges and its recombination coefficient enters as an
important parameter in models of such plasmas. Since H3 + is the simplest polyatomic
ion, it has also become a crucial test case of the theory of DR. While considerable
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efforts have beendevotedto this problemby theoristsand experimentalists,a clear
picture has not yet emergedand the experimental results still present a somewhat
confusingpicture.It is notevenclearif binaryrecombinationactually takesplace.It was
the basicgoal of this work to examinethe resultsof earlierexperimentsand to resolve
someof the apparentparadoxes.In the courseof doing this, it becamenecessaryto
repeatsomeearlier flowing-afterglowmeasurements.
We will beginwith a brief review of the history of experimentalwork on H3+
recombinationand its interplaywith theory. A recentreview by Dalgarno[1] outlines
the role of H3+ in terrestrialand extraterrestrialenvironmentsand his papercontains
extensivereferencesto earlier theoreticalandexperimentalwork on this ion. The brief
"thumbnailsketchof H3+'' byOkaandJagod[2] providesanexcellentintroductionto the
structureandvibrationalstatesof H3+. A fairly completeaccountof the theoryandvari-
ousmeasurementsof dissociativerecombinationratescanbe found in a paperby Bates
[3 ]. We havecompiledalist of measuredratecoefficients and relatedinformation in
Table 1.
From thepoint of view of theory, theproblemis that thedirectmechanism[4] of
DR fails in the caseof H3÷ions. Calculationsof the relevant potential surfaces[5]
showedthat therearenocrossingsbetweenthe ground-stateionic potentialsurfaceand
repulsive statesof the neutralmolecule that would facilitate DR of H3+ in v--0. The
indirect mechanism,which is thought to involve an intermediate,autoionizing and
predissociatingRydbergstate,relieson thesamecrossingsof potential surfacesand is
subjectto thesameproblem. Suchargumentsled MichelsandHobbs[5] to proposethat
H3+ ions in v--0 shouldnot recombinewith electronsefficiently, but that vibrationaUy
excited H3+ ions in v>3 might do so. Similar predictions had been madeearlier by
KulanderandGuest[6]. In contrast,theonly experimentaldata (obtainedby using the
microwave afterglow method) that were available at that time (Leu et al. [7] and
Macdonaldet al. [8]) gaverecombinationcoefficients on the order of 2x10"7 cm3/s,
which is afairly typical valuefor asmallspecies.Sinceit appearedreasonableto assume
that the experimentaldatareferredto vibrationallyunexcitedH3+ ions, the resultswere
clearly in conflict with MichelsandHobbs'expectation. An apparentresolutionof the
dilemma wasproposedby Adamset al.[9]. Their observationsin flowing afterglow
plasmassuggestedthattwodistinguishableformsof H3÷ionsmightexist,amajorspecies
that recombinedfairly fastanda minor speciesthatrecombinedonly very slowly (or<2
xl0 "8cm3/s). This observationpermittedtheinterpretationthat theslowly recombining
ion fraction consistedof H3+ (v=0) ions and it seemed natural then to identify the fast
recombing fraction as H3 + in vibrationally excited states in v>3. This interpretation
gained acceptance in spite of the fact that Adams et al.[9] had provided no independent
experimental evidence for the presence of vibrational states or for their identification.
Several attempts were made to explain the discrepancy between the experimental
results of the microwave-afterglow and the flowing-afterglow method. Since "impurity"
ions are invariably present in afterglow plasmas, experimentalists examined their effects.
Two problems can arise: Conversion of H3 + to more complex ions tends to increase the
rate of electron loss, while the presence of non-recombining ions (e.g. He +, H +) would
reduce the electron loss. Since ions of mass 17 amu (most likely CH5 + ions) were known
to be present in the microwave afterglow experiment of Macdonald et al.[8], Johnsen [10]
mentioned the possibility that those measurements could have been affected by impurities
without giving an estimate of the magnitude of the effect. A reanalysis of those data
which includes the effect of CH5 + recombination, indicates that Macdonald et al.'s value
of ot(240K) should be corrected downwards by only about 10%. The impurity effect
would have been larger at the higher electron temperatures.
The second "impurity" problem has been discussed by Canosa et al.[11,12] and
by Smith and Spanel[13]. It is one peculiarity of He/H2 afterglow plasmas that He + ions
are not efficiently removed by ion-molecule reactions, since the reaction of He + with H2
is unusually slow (k= 1.1 x 10 -13 cm3/s)[14]. Therefore, non-recombining He + ions can
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original experimentsby Adamset al. [ 9] were somewhataffectedby this problem,but
later work by Smith and Spanel[13] showedthat this is not the only reasonwhy the
recombinationrate is reducedin thelateafterglow.
Theconjecturewasput forth by Johnsen[unpublished,but a brief referencesur-
vives in thepaperby Canosaet al.[11] that perhapstherecombinationof H3+ with elec-
trons might produceH3* moleculesin highly excited Rydbergstatesand that these
moleculeswould be field-ionized by the Langmuir probesthat are used in flowing
afterglow experiment to measureelectron densities.As a consequence, the current
collected by the probes might be erroneously large and the recombination loss would be
appear to be reduced. The conjecture, however, cannot quantitatively account for the
observed effects since the number of electrons that can be collected from Rydberg
molecules is limited by the diffusive particle current to the probe surface. Due to the
larger mass of H3* molecules, their thermal flux is far smaller than that of free electrons
(by the factor [me/m(H3÷)]l/2= 0.04). The conjecture, nevertheless, may have contained a
kernel of truth. We will return to this subject in a later section (V.2).
The first clear evidence that Adams' et al. [9] identification of H3 + vibrational
states could not be upheld came when Amano [15] published results of an infrared
absorption study in a decaying hydrogen plasma. He concluded that H3 + ions in the
spectroscopically-identified vibrational ground state recombined with electrons about as
fast as had been measured in the microwave experiments. Several objections to Amano's
results were raised, for instance that the electron density in his plasmas was sufficiently
high to enable collisional-radiative recombination. A further objection was that Amano's
assumption of equal electron and H3 + densities might not have been justified, since the
plasma could have contained ions other then H3 +. Amano addressed the questions in a
second paper 16 and pointed out that the ion density followed a hyperbolic decay (electron
density proportional to reciprocal time) very well over a large range. This would not be
expected,if either of thetwo objectionswasvalid. The absenceof collisional radiative
recombination,however,presentsapuzzle.Batesetal. [3] havediscussedthisquestionin
moredetail. A further infraredabsorptionexperimentin hydrogen plasmashasrecently
beencarried out by Feheret al.[17] . Thoseauthorsonly concludedthat Amano's
recombination rate should be consideredas a upper limit which is not much of a
constraint.
Additional measurementsof the recombinationof H3÷ in flowing-afterglow
plasmaswerecarriedout by Canosaet al.[11,12] Their techniquewasrathersimilar to
that of Adamset al. [9] but it differed in the methodof dataanalysis.The measured
recombinationcoefficient were closeto thoseobtainedby Amano [15,16] and by the
early microwaveafterglowexperiments.
Severalmeasurementsof recombinationcrosssectionsfor H3+ were madeby
using the merged-beamtechnique[18, 19, 20, 21 ]. The outstanding virtue of this
techniqueis that the energyresolution(in the electron-ioncenter-of-masssystem)is
higherthanthatof plasmaafterglowexperimentsandthatfine structuresincrosssections
becomeamenableto study. Unfortunately,theonly control of the internalenergyof the
reacting ions (e.g. vibrational energies)consistsof modifying conditions in the ion
source.Theresultsof Huset al.[18] showedthattherecombinationcrosssectionof H3÷
was strongly affected by the conditions in the ion sourceand this was ascribed to
vibrational excitation. In somemeasurementsmade with the merged-beammethod
(Yousif et al.[21]), the vibrationalstateof therecombiningions wasdeducedfrom the
thresholdenergyfor electron-iondissociativeexcitation.The result seemedto indicate
thattheH3+ ions werein v= 0 andthatthoserecombinedonly slowly with electrons.
A major new innovation in experimentaltechniquesoccurredwhen ion storage
rings [22, 23] becameavailablefor measurementsof dissociativerecombination.In these
large-scaleinstruments,the residencetime of ions can be made sufficiently long (8
seconds)to allow vibrationallyexcited ions to relax to the vibrational groundstateby
radiative transitions.The authorsdo not explicitly statethis, but presumablyeventhe
vl=l metastablelevel with acalculatedlifetime (Dinelli et a1.[24])of 1.2s would have
decayedby infraredtransitionto thev2=l level.Thework by Larssonet al. [22] and by
Sundstrrm et a1.[23]using the CRYRING storagering yielded recombinationcross
sections for H3÷ (v=0)over thewide energyrangefrom 0.0025to 30eV. Theinferred
recombinationcoefficient of (1.15 + 0.13) xl0 -7 cm3/s at 300 K (as calculated by
Sundstr6m et al. [23]) again falls in the range of the higher values. At present, the energy
resolution in this technique is limited by the electron motions perpendicular to the beam.
The effective "temperatures" (kT = 0.1-0.15 eV) are actually higher than in the afterglow
experiments and it should be kept in mind that the conversion from measured cross
sections to thermal rate coefficients requires an extrapolation of the cross sections to low
energies.
At this time, it appeared that the problem had been resolved in favor of the larger
recombination rates. The conflict between theory and experiment, sometimes referred to
as an "enigma" [3], appeared to fade into the background when new recombination
mechanisms [25, 26] were proposed that seemed capable of accommodating higher
recombination rates for H3 ÷ (v=0) ions. The situation changed again when Smith and
Spanel [13] presented new data in support of Adams et al.s' [9] contention that only H3 ÷
ions in v>3 recombined efficiently with electrons and that v=0 would recombine only
slowly. Their experiments included many corroborating tests and the conclusions seemed
to be well-founded. Our work was, in part, motivated by that experiment.
In the article, we will present new results of flow-tube measurements on the
recombination of H3 ÷ and D3 + ions. While we were able to reproduce some of Smith
and Spanel's [13] experimental results, we will show that their interpretation of the
anomalous decay of H3 + plasmas cannot be correct. We were eventually led to
conclude that the peculiar decay of H3 + plasmas probably has little to do with vibrational
excitation of the ions. A different and more interesting explanation will be offered.
In the following, we will make a distinction between the customary
"recombinationcoefficient" of a specifiedion (denotedby "or") andthe "de-ionization
coefficient" (denotedby "13")of a plasma.The de-ionization coefficient is meant to
representhetotal measuredvolumeloss (excludingdiffusion) of freeelectrons. It may
refer to amixtureof ionsandit mayincludeotherprocesses,for instancere-ionizationof
recombination products.This distinction does not bias the discussionin favor of a
postulatedrecombinationprocess,andit avoidstheuseof ill-definedconcepts,suchasa
time-dependentrecombinationcoefficients.It will be seenlater that this distinction is
importantin thecaseof H3÷plasmas.
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II. ExperimentalMethods
The flowing afterglowmethodto determineelectron-ionrecombinationcoeffi-
cientsandproductsof recombinationis quite well developed[9]. Theemphasisin this
paper is on the anomalousfeaturesof the decayof H3+ plasmas.Therefore,we will
devotemorespaceto questionsof vibrationalexcitationof H3+ ionsandthemethodsof
dataanalysis.
Our flow tube (seeFig. 1) is a stainlesssteeltube (diameter6 cm, length= 36
cm ) with two attachedlongquartzwindowsfor spectroscopicobservations(not usedin
the presentexperiment). As is customary, reagentgasesare addedthrough several
movableandfixed reagentinlets. A movableLangmuirprobe(diameter=251.tm,length=
0.28cm)serves to measure lectrondensities.We havegivenadetaileddiscussionof the
useof Langmuir probesin flow tubes in a recentpublication [27]. A quadrupoleion
massspectrometersamplesplasmaionsfrom thedownstreamend of the flow tube. All
gaspressures,flow ratesweremeasuredby capacitancemanometersandcalibratedgas
flow meters.The carrier gaswashelium (at pressuresnear 1 Torr). Flow velocities
rangedfrom 5000cm/sto 6000 cm/s.Thegastemperaturewastypically295 K.
II. 1Methodof plasmagenerationandion conversion
A plasmain thepurecarriergashelium is generatedin an upstreammicrowave
discharge.Argon gas(at apressureof typically 15%of theheliumpressure)is addedat
a downstreamgas inlet to convertmetastablehelium atomsto argonions by Penning
ionizationandto reducetherateof ambipolardiffusion. In the regiondownstreamfrom
theargoninlet, theplasmathencontainsmainly thermalizedelectrons,Ar+ ionsandsome
He+ and He2÷ ions (< 0.1% of Ar+, asmeasuredby the massspectrometer).Sucha
plasmais essentiallynon-recombining.At thepositionof thereagentinlet, theelectron
densitywastypically 4x1010cm-3.
To createH3÷ ions, H2 is addedat thereagentinlet at densitiesof 1014cm-3.
Thefollowing reactionsequenceoccurs:
Ar++H2 _ ArH ÷+H (+l.53eV) (2)
ArH+ +H2 --> Ar + H3 + (+ 0.57 eV). (3)
The exoergicities refer to At `+ in the 2P3/2 fine structure state and ground vibrational and
electronic states for the molecular species. Thermochemical data were taken from Radzig
and Smirnov [28]. The rate coefficients for reactions 2 and 3 are on the order of 10 -9
cm3/s [29].
11.2 Vibrational excitation and quenching
The question of vibrational excitation in the H3 + ions needs to be examined in
detail. If it is assumed, which however seems unlikely, that the entire energy of 2.1 eV
that is released in the two-step process appears in vibrational excitation of the H3 ÷
product, then H3 + could be produced in vibrational states up to v=5. However, the more
highly excited H3 ÷ ions will be destroyed quickly by proton transfer to Ar,
H3+ + Ar ---)Ar H++ H2 (-0.57eV), (4)
whichbecomesenergeticallypossiblefor H3+ ionswith internalenergiesabove0.57eV.
Thereareonly threeH3+ vibrationalstatesbelow0.57eV, thegroundstate[A1 (0, 0°)],
thev2=l bending-modevibration[E (0, 11)at 0.3126eV], andthevl=l breathingmode
vibration [A1 (1,00) at0.394eV] (seeLie andFrye[30] or Oka [2]). Thecorresponding
energiesfor D3+ are0.2275eV (v2-1) and0.2856eV (vl=l).
Sincethe densityof argonin theexperimentis typically 5x 1015cm-3, andexo-
ergic proton transferis invariably fast (k -10-9cm3/s),destructionof the highervibra-
tional stateswould occurin a time of lessthan1_tsec.This time is far shorter than the
time over which recombination occurs.
One may wonder, however, if vibrationally excited H3÷( v>l ) might enter a reac-
tion equilibrium with vibrationally excited ArH + ions (via reaction 3 in both directions)
and thus would be constantly regenerated. It seems very unlikely that vibrational excita-
tion would persist very long in such a process since in each proton transfer some vibra-
tional energy will be converted to translational energy. Furtherrnore, ArH + ions should
then be detected by the mass spectrometer, but there is no experimental evidence for a
significant presence of ArH + ions. The conclusion is that H3 + ions in v>l can excluded
from further consideration.
The radiative lifetime of the vl=l level is very long since a direct transition to the
ground state is dipole forbidden. Dinelli et al. [24] calculated a lifetime of 1.2 s for
cascading to the v2= 1 level which then decays in 4 ms to the ground state. Thus, radiative
decay of the vl=l level will not occur on the time scale of recombination (it takes about 1
ms for the electron density to decay from 4x1010 cm -3 to 1/8 of that value if the
recombination coefficient is ot=2xl0 -7 cm3/s). Radiative decay of ions in the v2=l level
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is faster ('_= 4 ms), but unlessquenchingoccurs somecould survive into the late
afterglow.
Collisional destruction(quenching) of v=l ions in collisions with H2 will be
considerednext. Amano's[31] absorptionstudiesof thev2 hot bandindicate that the
v2=l level isquenchedrapidly,with aratecoefficientof approximately3x10-10cm3/s.
Thiseliminatesions in thisstatefrom furtherconsideration,sincethey will bedestroyed
in 30 Its at [H2]= lxl014 cm-3. On the otherhand,thereis considerableevidence(see
Lee et al. [32], Blakey et al. [33] , andSmithandSpanel[13]) that somevibrationally
excited ions arequenchedwith a far smaller rate coefficient of roughly 10-12cm3/s.
Thoseions would survivefor 10msat [H2] = 1xl014 (1 ms at [H2]=l xl015 cm-3)
and could be presentduring the recombinationphaseof the afterglow. It seemsvery
likely that the slowly-quenchedions are thosein the vl=l level. A similar conclusion
was reachedby Bawendiet al. [34 ] who studiedthe absorptionof H3+ hot bandsin
He/H2 discharges.They ascribedtheslow quenchingof theVl=l state to the lack of a
dipole moment for transition to the ground state.
The foregoing discussion shows that H3 + (vl=l) ions may survive long enough to
undergo recombination. An estimate of their relative abundance clearly would be of in-
terest. The for the present purpose most relevant estimate is that of Lee et a1.[32]. It
refers to a flowing afterglow plasma of the same gas composition as that in our experi-
ment, but of lower electron density. Their studies of ion-molecule reactions of H3 +
indicated that 70% of the ions were in the vibrational ground state and 30% in an
(unidentified by them) excited state. Since the v2=l ions are quenched rapidly, we
suggest that the 30% long-lived ions were in the vl=l state.
A further, but seldom mentioned vibrational quenching may occur by superelastic
collisions with electrons
H3 + (v=l) + e- _ H3 ÷ (v--0) + e- + kinetic energy. (5)
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The reaction would involve the same intermediateH3** compound states that are
invoked in indirect dissociative recombination, but it would be terminated by
autoionization,ratherthanby dissociation.Unfortunately,nothingappearsto beknown
for this type of quenchingin the caseof H3+, but Guberman [35] hascarried out
calculationsfor the correspondingprocessof N2+(v=l) ions.The surprisingresult was
thatthequenchingrateexceededtherateof dissociativerecombinationby a factorof 18.
If the samewere true for H3÷ (v=l) then most v=l ions would be quenchedbefore
sufferingrecombination.It is interestingto notethatv=l ionsaccountfor only about4 to
6 % of all ionsin He/H2discharges[34]. Thus, theabundanceof 30% given by Leeet
a1.[32]may be an upper limit that refers to plasmasof low electron densitieswhere
electronquenchingis unimportant.
In their discussionof thesamereactionsequence,SmithandSpanel[13] did not
considerthedestructionof thehighervibrationallevelsvia reaction(4).They concluded
that mostH3÷ ions would behighly vibrationally (v>3) excited.We reachthe opposite
conclusionthatonly a few (at most 30%)mightbeexcitedto vl=l. Experimentaltests
pertainingto vibrationalexcitationwill alsobediscussedin Sec.III.
II. 3 Paraandortho H3+.
There is no a priori reason to expect that the para (three proton spins aligned) and
the ortho (two proton spins aligned) forms of H3 + should have the same recombination
coefficients. In an afterglow experiment, two distinct recombination coefficients would
be observable only if the para/ortho equilibration time is longer than the time scale of re-
combination. In the opposite case of rapid equilibration, the concentration-weighted av-
erage of the two coefficients would be measured. According to Oka [36], the conversion
from one form into the other by proton exchange with H2,
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H3+ (ortho)+ H2 +--)H2+ H3+ (para) (6)
is a rapid process, but unfortunately no rate coefficient is given. We assume that the pro-
ton-transfer rate is sufficiently large (k>10 -10 cm3/s would be sufficient at [H2] = 1014
cm -3) to maintain the para-to-ortho ratio at its 1:1 equilibrium value.
II.4 Presence of H5 + ions
There is no reason to be concerned about formation of H5 + ions at room
temperature since the equilibrium constant for three-body association
H3 + + H2 + He _ H5 + + He (7)
has the small value of 2x10 -19 cm 3 at 300 K [37]. At the highest H2 concentrations used
in our experiments (1.7 xl015 cm -3 ) the Hs÷/H3 + ratio would be only 3x10 -4.
Vibrationally excited H3 + ions should not associate with H2, even at reduced
temperatures, since the binding energy of HS÷( 0.35 eV) [37] is very close to the
vibrational quantum in H3 ÷.
II. 5 Impurity estimates
Gaseous impurities can be problem in afterglow experiments. Their effect is
more severe in studies of H3 + ions since the ions readily transfer protons to many com-
mon impurities and the resulting ions may have large recombination coefficients. In this
work, the mass spectrometer indicated that H30 + ions formed by the fast (k= 4.3 x 10 -9
cm3/s) proton transfer
H3 + + H20 ---) H3 O+ + H2 (8)
werethe principaloffendingions.Hence,all effortswere madeto reducetheH20 con-
centrationby placingcold trapsinto thegassupplylines,butsomewater vaporremained.
Sincethe massspectrometeris locatedfar downstreamfrom the recombinationregion,
themassspectrareflectconditionsin thelateafterglow,ratherthanin the recombination
zoneandsomecomputationsarerequiredto find outhow manyH30÷ ionsarepresentin
therecombinationregion. Modelcalculationsweremadewhich includedprotontransfer,
recombinationof both H3÷ (usingct= 2 xl0 -7cm3/s) andH30+ (o_-lxl0 -6cm3/s)[38]
and ambipolardiffusion in the regionfrom theH2 inlet to the massspectrometer.The
residualH20 concentrationthenwasdeducedby fitting theratioH30+/H3+, asmeasured
by the massspectrometer,to that predictedby the model. This procedureyielded a
residual water concentration of 3xl010cm"3. The model also shows that such a
concentrationof waterwill only havea smalleffecton theelectrondensitydecayin the
recombinationregion(anadditional 5%reductionduringthefirst factor-of-tendeclineof
theelectrondensity).
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II. 6 Dataanalysis
Severaldifferentmethodswereusedto derivede-ionizationcoefficients from the
measuredelectrondensitiesne(z,r=0). Thecustomary methodof deducing13from the
slopeof a graphof
1 1 Z
- +/_-_ (9)n_(z) n,(z =0)
was used to obtain approximate values of the de-ionization coefficient. In this simple
approach, diffusion in axial and radial directions is neglected. A more rigorous approach
is needed if one wishes to determine the dependence of 13on z. It then becomes necessary
to analyzetheshapeof thedecaycurvesin detailandoneis forcedto includediffusion in
bothaxial andradialdirections.
A rigorousanalysisof a recombiningflowing afterglowplasmaisa ratherdifficult
task. The continuity equationfor the electrondensityne(r,z) in the flow tubewith a
parabolicvelocityfield (Poiseuilleflow) is givenby
One(r,z) - 1 02ne 1 _ _!'1 e
c)z Vo[l_(r)2] {-fln_ + O° ["_'z2 + r _rr (r--_-r)]}"
(10)
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Here, Vo is the gas flow velocity on the axis of the tube, and r and R denote the radial
variable and the flow tube radius, respectively. Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient
of ions and electrons. It is was deduced from measured mobilities using Einstein's
relation between mobility and diffusion. A series of measurements in H3 + plasmas at very
low electron densities (< 2x109 cm -3) showed that the calculated diffusion loss agreed
with the measured diffusion loss to an accuracy of better than + 10%.
Numerical solutions of Eq. (10) were obtained for a few conditions of interest,
but the computing time was found to be impractically long for fitting a large set of exper-
imental data. Hence, the computed solutions were used only to validate a simpler, ap-
proximate method that was employed for routine data analysis. In the approximate
method, the gas flow velocity is taken to be radially independent and the assumption is
made that the radial variation of he(Z, r) is given by fundamental diffusion mode in a
cylinder. The approximate continuity equation for the electron density on axis (r--0) then
can be written as
o_n_(r =0) _ I [-fln_ +Do( °32n_ n,
o3z V,#. 0z 2 A2)]. (11)
Here, A= R/2.405 is thefundamentaldiffusion lengthfor a cylinderof diameterR and
Da is theambipolardiffusioncoefficient..The effectiveflow velocity Veffis closeto the
gasvelocity on the axisof the flow tube. Estimatesshowedthat axial diffusion (the
second-derivativetermin Eq. 11) canhavea significanteffect in theearlyafterglowand
thatit shouldberetainedevenatthis levelof approximation.
The z-dependentde-ionizationcoefficient _(z) wasobtainedby putting Eq. 11
in theform
fl(z) l[Doa2n" n, V On,_ (12)
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If ne(z) is known from the measurement, all quantities on the right-hand-side are known
and, at least in principle, 13(z) can be computed. If only a single ion with recombination
coefficient ot is present, the procedure should return a constant value of [3(z)=ot. In
practice, differentiating experimental data is a poor procedure and it was found
preferable to fit the reciprocal values of ne(z) to a polynomial. The needed derivatives
then were obtained analytically. A third-order polynomial fit to line(z) results in a
second-order polynomial expansion of I](z). Higher-order polynomials were tried, but
they tended to introduce undesirable oscillations that were not present in the data.
The approximate model was tested by using the exact model to generate simulated
ne(z) values for known recombination coefficients and typical experimental conditions.
The computer-generated data were then analyzed using Eq. 12. We found that the
approximate method reproduced the input recombination coefficients (see Fig. 2 )to an
accuracy of about 3% when the effective flow velocity was taken as 100% of the gas
flow velocity on the axis of the flow tube. When the same method was applied to reduce
experimental data obtained in recombining 02 + plasmas (made by adding 02 at the
reagent inlet), the l](z) curves exhibited only random deviations of <10% from an the
averagevalueof 1.85x 10-7cm3/s. The averagevalueof _(O2 +) is only 6% smaller
than the recombination coefficient given Mehr and Biondi [39] (or= 1.95 x 10 -7 cm3/s).
This discrepancy may reflect, in part, a systematic error in the absolute values of ne(z)
that are obtained from the Langmuir probes.
During the data fitting it was noted that the I](z) curves at large z were very sensi-
tive to small experimental errors in the ne(z) data at large z. This is not a flaw in the
method of analysis. It merely reflects the fact that recombination becomes less important
in the late afterglow.
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III. Experimental results
A total of 40 decay curves ne(z) were recorded for different argon densities (from
4x 1015 cm -3 to 8x 1015 cm -3) and different H 2 densities (from lx 1014 cm -3 to 1.7x
1015 cm -3) . The absence of significant impurities was checked in each case by the mass
spectrometer before the data were taken.
The simplest form of data analysis consisted of deducing average de-ionization
coefficients from the slope of I/ne(z ) vs. z graphs. The results indicated that 13increased
noticeably with increasing H2 concentration as is shown in Fig. 3. A similar graph was
obtained when the average values of 13(z) in the first 4 cm were plotted as a function of
[H2]. No such variation was found when the argon concentration was varied.
Figures 4 and 5 show typical examples of the electron density ne(Z) for two
different H2 concentrations. In the lower part of the figures, we show I](z) as calculated
from Eq. 12. It is apparent that 13 decreases with increasing z. This finding qualitatively
reproduces the observations of Smith and Spanel[13]. Actually, if their published data
(Fig. 2 in ref.[13] ) are processed by using Eq. 12, the resulting 13(z) curves look
remarkably similar to those in our Fig. 4 and those shown by Smith and Spanel (their
Fig.4 ). The decay of the electron density in this plasma clearly is anomalous in the sense
that it cannot be described by a simple recombination law.
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Two commentsshouldbemadeat this point: The 13(z)curvesshownin Figs.4
and 5 may give the impressionof higheraccuracythan is justified by theoriginal data.
The initial values of 13(z)arereasonablyinsensitiveto thechoiceof diffusion constants
that enter in the analysis;the valuesat z=10 cm would be in error by + 20 % if the
diffusion losses have an error of + 10 %. We also concede that the late-afterglow decay
curves observed by Smith and Spanel [13] are intrinsically more accurate than ours. The
reason is simply that the flow tube used by those authors had a larger cross section and
that their experiment was done at a higher pressure. As a consequence, the diffusion
losses were smaller (by a factor of 4) and the late afterglow data were superior.
A smaller set of data was taken for D3 + ions. The observations largely mirrored
those for H3 +. Again, the recombination coefficient increased with increasing D2 concen-
tration (see Fig.3), but the D3 + de-ionization coefficients were significantly smaller (from
0.7x10 -7 cm3/s to 1.3 xl0 -7 cm3/s in the range [D2] = 1 to 14 x 1014 cm-3).
IV. Search for excited states
Several auxiliary measurements were carried out to find evidence for the
presence of excited H3 + ions. The ideas for those were, in part, based on the tests
performed by Smith and Spanel.
In one such test, carbon monoxide was added through a reagent inlet located
about 6 cm downstream from the H2 inlet. At that location, most of the fast recombining
fraction of H3 ÷ should have recombined, but the slowly recombining fraction should still
be present. The reaction with CO,
H3 + + CO ---_HCO + + H2 (13)
would convert the non-recombining H3 + ions to recombining HCO + (ct = 2.4x 10 -7
cm3/s) [40] ions. As a consequence, the electron density should fall of more rapidly after
CO addition.SmithandSpanelobserveda distinctenhancementof theelectronlossupon
addingCO.We tried to duplicatethisexperiment,butwe found noeffect;substitutionof
HCO+ions for H3÷ ions did not measurablyenhancetheelectronloss.We do not con-
siderour failureto observetheeffectof COadditionsasbeingin conflict with Smithand
Spanel'sfindings. The diffusion lossesin our tubewere higher,which makesit more
difficult to observesubtleeffects in the late afterglow. Addition of methaneat the
downstreamlocation, however,did result in a clearenhancementof the electron loss
rate.This is notsurprisingsincetheprotontransferwith methaneproducesCH5+ ions (o_
= 1.1x 10.7 cm3/s)[41] which recombinemuchfasterthanH3+.The testwith methane
alsoshowsthat H3+ ionswerestill presentat that point in theafterglow.If the plasmaat
that point hadcontainedmainlyH30+ impurity ions,addingmethanewouldnot havehad
theobservedeffect.
An attemptwasalso madeto usemethaneadditionas a detectorfor H3+(v_>3),
eventhoughtherearestrongreasonto doubttheirpresence.Theideaagainwasborrowed
from SmithandSpanel,who give moredetails.It relieson the fact that H3+(v>3)reacts
with CH4 to form CH3+ which thenreactsagainwith CH4 to form C2H5+. In contrast,
H3+ (v<3) reactswith CH4to form CH5+. If CH5+ and C2H5+ haddifferentelectron-
ion recombinationcoefficients, thiscouldbeexploitedasameansto diagnosethevibra-
tional statedistributionof theH3+ ions. As a preliminarystep,we measuredtherecom-
bination coefficientsof both ions,howeverusingAr+ions reactingwith CH4 to make
CH3+ which thenreactedfurtherto makeC2H5+. To ourdismay,we foundonly a 10%
difference betweenthe recombinationratesof CH5+ (ct~ixl0 -6cm3/s)and C2H5+ ,
while SmithandSpanelhadfound thatCH5+recombinedsignificantly faster.In view of
thisproblem,wediscontinuedthesearchfor H3+(v_>3)by thismethod.
SmithandSpanelalsodescribedaratherinterestingmethodof detectingH3+ions
in v=lwhich seemedworth repeating.They noted the presenceof a small amountof
ArH+ ionsin thedownstreamplasma.Thiswasfoundto besurprisingsinceall ArH+ ions
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shouldhavebeendestroyedin reactionswith theabundantH2.Their explanationfor the
persistenceof ArH÷ wasthatthoseionsenteredanequilibrium with vibrationallyexcited
H3÷ (v=1)ionsvia thereaction
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H3+ (v=l) + Ar _ ArH + + H2. (14)
The observation of ArH + then was seen as evidence for the existence of vibrationally ex-
cited ions. We repeated this measurement in the hope that we might learn more about the
abundance of H3 ÷ in v=l. To avoid complications due to recombination reactions of
ArH + and H3 ÷, we used our selected-ion drift tube apparatus [42 ] rather than the plasma
flow tube. In this experiment, short pulses (I0 Its) of mass selected Ar + ions were in-
jected into an ion drift tube of length 36 cm, filled with helium buffer gas with additions
of argon and H2. The reactions taking place are the same as those in the flow tube. A
second mass spectrometer, located at the opposite end of the tube, analyzes the ions that
have traversed the drift tube. The arrival time spectra of the ions were recorded with a
time resolution of about 0.25 _ts. If two ion species, e.g. H3 + (v=l) and ArH ÷, react
back and forth many times while traversing the drift tube, their arrival spectra should be
nearly identical. This was indeed observed. The ArH ÷ signal, while far smaller (< 1% of
H3+), exhibited to an extraordinary degree of precision the same time dependence as that
of H3 +. At first, this seemed to indicate an equilibrium process. However, it was
discovered rather quickly that the ratio of the ArH + and H3 + intensities did not vary
linearly with the [Ar]/[H2] concentration ratio, as would be required for an equilibrium
process. Further tests showed that ArH + signal depended critically on the small bias
voltages that were applied to the ion extraction electrodes and it became clear that the
vast majority of ArH + ions were produced by proton transfer from non-thermal H3 ÷ ions
during the extraction of ions from the drift tube into the mass spectrometer. We suspect,
but cannot prove, that the same complication was present in the flow tube experiments of
Smith andSpanel.Theequilibrium "constants"givenby them (actuallythey variedby a
factor of four) may havelittle to dowith the reactionequilibrium of reaction14and no
conclusionsabouttheexistenceof excitedH3+ ionscanbedrawn.
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V. Interpretationof Results
The interpretation of the data should provide an explanation for the enhancement
of the de-ionization coefficient due to hydrogen addition and the decline of the rate of
recombination with position z. In the following section, we will examine two different
models. The first model assumes the presence of H3 ÷ ions in two
second model will invoke an entirely different explanation in
molecules.
different states. The
terms of Rydberg
V. 1. Two-state model
In view of our discussion in Sec. II, it is natural to seek an explanation of the z
dependence of ]3 by assuming that H3 ÷ ions in v= 0 and in vl=l are present. If this were
the case, then the de-ionization coefficient for a mixture of v--0 and vl=l ions would be
given by
13(z) = oco fo (z) + oq fl(z) (15)
where o_0, OCl denote the recombination coefficients of v---0 and vl=l ions, and f0 and fl
are the fractional concentrations (f0+ fl=l). Here the o_i are constants, but the fractions
fo and fl will change with z as a result of recombination and quenching of excited ions.
A reaction model that reproduces the measured 13(z) curve obtained at [H2]= 1.3
x 1014 cm -3 can be constructed easily. It consists of recombination of ions in v--0, vl=l,
and quenching of vl=l ions to v=0 in collisions with H2. Four quantities enter: C_o and
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Otl, the initial fraction fo(Z=0), andthequenchingcoefficientkq of thevl=l statewith
H2. An adequatefit (seeFig.4) canbeobtainedby usingO_o=2.2xl0 -7cm3/sfor the
recombinationcoefficientof v--0 ions, oq=4 xl0 -8cm3/s for that of v=l ions,and fo =
0.7. This choiceof fowassuggestedby the results of Leeet a1.[32].Two trial values
for the quenchingcoefficientwereused, kq= lxl0 -12cm3/sanda tentimeslargervalue
(it doesnotentercritically at low H2concentrations).As maybeseenin Fig.4, thetwo-
statemodel reproducesthe measuredde-ionizationcoefficientsfairly and we initially
believedthatthismodelhadsomemerit.
A problemarises,however,whenwe usethesamevaluesto computea fit to the
dataat a higher H2concentration,[H2]= 1.7x 1015cm-3. Themodelcalculations(see
Fig. 5 ) indicatethat _(z) shouldincreasewith z andremain nearlyconstant thereafter
whenthe highervalueof kq is used.This happensbecausequenchingof the vl=l state
now occursmuchearlierin theafterglow. We can forcea declineof 13(z)by reducing
thequenchingrateto kq= Ix 10-13 cm3/s. If such a small value of kq is taken, however, it
is hard to explain why the measured _ at z=0 (only 1 cm from the reagent inlet) should be
larger than at the lower H2 concentration. We eventually concluded that the two-state
model does not really provide a consistent explanation of the experimental findings. In
the absence of independent evidence for the presence of excited states of H3 +, it would
not seem justified to introduce additional H3 + states or other quenching mechanisms into
the model in an attempt to explain the data.
It is noteworthy that our value of _(z=0) = 2.2 xl0 -7 cm3/s at [H2] = 1.7x 1015
cm3/s is very close to that by Leu et al..[7] (2.3 xl0 -7 cm3/s). We should not have
observed such high values if the plasma had contained a sizable fraction of non-
recombining ions. The experiment of Leu et al. made use the very accurate microwave
afterglow method which is free of many complications that are present in flowing
plasmas. In retrospect, Leu et al.s' claim that their H3 + ions were v=0 was well justified
since its is now known that dischargesin He/H2 mixturescontain very few v=l ions
(about6%of v--0)[341.
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V.2 De-ionization byRydbergmoleculestabilization(RMS).
The interpretationof ourdatain termsof two statesof the H3÷ ion did notresult
in a consistent picture. If it had done so, we still would have had the problem of
explaining how H3÷ ions in v=0 undergorecombinationin the absenceof suitable
crossingsof potentialsurfaceswhile thosein vl=l donot.Thetasknow will beto find a
de-ionizationmechanismthatis compatiblewith theanomalousdecaywithout invoking
binaryrecombination.
Our datacontainaclueaboutthede-ionizationmechanism.Theslow decayof the
plasmaat late times (low electrondensities)and the effect of H2 suggestthat both
electronsandH2moleculesin someway influencetheprocessof recombinationassuch,
ratherthanaffectingtheidentityof therecombiningion species.Suchconsiderationsand
informationobtainedfrom otherexperimentsmotivatedusto exploreanentirelydifferent
de-ionizationmechanism.Theprocessdiscussedin the following departssignificantly
from previousmodelsof de-ionizationin plasmas.In judging its merits,it shouldbekept
in mind that no previous theory has provided a quantitative explanation of H3+
recombination.
Thebasicideais thatde-ionizationof H3÷ plasmasoccursbya veryefficient form
of three-bodyrecombinationwhich involves bothelectronsand neutral atomsas third
bodies. The dominantpart of the recombinationenergyis disposedof in the form of
radiationor bya reactionwith H2.
Three-bodyrecombination,in which electrons actasstabilizing third bodies,is
usuallyconsideredonly in plasmascontainingatomicions (for a recentreview of three-
body recombination, seeFlannery [43]). In this mechanism,the captured electron
transferspartof its kineticenergyto asecondelectronwhile beingacceleratedin the ion's
field. The processis quite well understood.It's recombinationcoefficient [44] is given
by
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ot[cm3/s]= ne2.5x 10-19 (300/T)9/2 (16)
which implies small valuesof ot= 2.5 xl0 -9 cm3/sat ne - i010 cm3/sand T=300 K.
Whenmolecularions arepresent,dissociativerecombinationtendsto befar more rapid
andfor this reasonlittle attentionhasbeenpaid to electron-stabilizedrecombinationin
plasmas that contain molecular ions. The same is true for neutral-stabilized
recombination,which is lessefficient by 6 to 7 orders of magnitudethan electron-
stabilized recombination. A special casearises,however, when a plasmacontains
molecularionsthat do not undergo dissociative recombination. Long-lived autoionizing
states can then be formed in collisions of electrons with molecular ions, and
redistribution of angular momenta (1-mixing) can further enhance the lifetimes of such
states.
The following sequence may occur in H3 + plasmas: In the first step, an electron
of low angular momentum (s or possibly p) is captured into a v=l Rydberg state of H3,
i.e.,
e- + H3 ÷ ---) H3** (v=l, n, s ). (17)
There is nothing new in invoking this resonance. It is the first step in the indirect
recombination mechanism [45]. Excitation to the v2=l state (0.3126 eV) in n= 7, 1---0,
would be resonant at an electron energy of +0.0309 eV (1.2 kT at 300 K), very close to
the maximum of a thermal distribution. For D3 ÷, capture into n=8 , 1=1 would be
resonant at -0.5 kT, which is somewhat less efficient.
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When there are no crossings betweenRydberg states and repulsive states,
predissociationwill be rather slow and most doubly-excited states will decay by
autoionization. If therewere suchcrossings,thenof course we would have a ready
explanationfor recombination,but this isnot thecase[3,5].
It is now known from studiesof dielectronic recombination [46] and zero-
electron-kinetic-energy (ZEKE) spectroscopy[47 ] that redistribution of angular
momentaof Rydbergelectrons(l-mixing) dueto electricmicrofields andcollisionscan
reducetheratesof predissociationandautoionizationbyseveralordersof magnitude,the
basicreasonbeing that high-I electronsdonotpenetrateto thecoreof themolecule.We
proposethat ambientplasmaelectrons, neutralatoms(He), and perhapsions rapidly
induce l-mixing in theH3** moleculesand renderthem stable(or long-lived) against
autoionization.Sincethestatisticalweightof statesincreaseswith 1,mostH3** will not
autoionizeso that their averagelifetime is drastically increased. A mixing of nearly
degeneratel-statesandtheir magneticsublevelsrequiresonly momentumexchangebut
very little energyexchangewith third particlesandthusshouldoccurvery rapidly. The
expectedmixingefficiency will bediscussednext.
If 1-mixingis to beeffective,it mustoccurduring thelifetime of theautoionizing
resonance.The lifetime of someH3** autoionizingstateshave beenmeasuredto be
extremelylong(of theorderof 10-7s)[48]. In particular, autoionizingstatesformedby
e'+ H3+ collisionsin anostensiblyfield-freevacuumregionmustsurvivefor 10-8to 10-7
s to explainobservationsin themerged-beamexperimentof Yousif et al. [21] and those
of Mitchell et a1.[49]. Unfortunately,thestateof the long-livedH3**moleculesthat are
observedin thebeamexperiments,is not well known.It seemspossiblethattheelectron
is capturedintoa stateof low angularmomentumandthenexchangesangularmomentum
with the ion-core.Perhaps,thismaybethereasonthatthelifetimes aresolong. It is also
notentirelyclearwhetheror not theobservedlifetimesreally refer to moleculesthathave
not interactedin anywaywith thesmallelectricstrayfields (estimatedby Mitchell [49]
to be< 1V/cm)that arealwayspresentin beamexperiments. Perhaps,some1-mixing
occursevenin small, static fields of <1 V/cm. If this were the case, however, then we
would argue that 1-mixing in a plasma should be at least as efficient but probably far
more efficient. The electric microfields in a plasma at ne=2xl010 cm "3 due to nearest-
neighbor charge (distance of a few lam) are also of the order of 1V/cm and the fields have
high-frequency components up to 1011 Hz.
Measurements of Gallagher et al.[50] on sodium Rydberg atoms in n= 5-10
indicate that 1-mixing in collisions with helium atoms proceeds with a rate coefficient of
- 10 .8 cm3/s if 1>2. At 1 Torr of He, this gives a mixing time of 3 ns which is shorter than
the lifetime of the H3** resonance. However, for 1=0 and 1, mixing due to heavy-
particle perturbers is not observed. The reason for the lack of 1-mixing of the s and p
states is that those states have larger quantum defects (lower energy), and that heavy
particles can transfer only a minute fraction of their energy to electrons. The quantum
defects for H3 Rydberg states have been calculated by King and Morokuma [51] to be
approximately 0.06 (s-states) and 0.025 (p-states), which means that an n=7 s-state would
lie 0.005 eV=kT/5 below states of high 1 values. The transfer from s to p and higher
states is the point where 1-mixing due to electrons may play a crucial and rate-
controlling role. The energy barrier of kT/5 is no hindrance for thermal electron collisions
and a single electron collision can transfer sufficient energy. Estimates of 1-changing
cross sections [52] for 25eV electrons with n=25 atoms indicate very large values of
10 -10 to 10 -9 cm 2. Of more direct relevance are the experiments by Devos et al. [53].
They showed that the 1-changing efficiency of thermal electrons in collisions with helium
Rydberg atoms (n-- 8 to 17) is so large that mixing of 1-states occurs in an immeasurable
time (less than a few ns) at electron densities of 2 xl011 cm-3. This implies an l-changing
rate coefficient for thermal electrons of >10 -3 cm3/s! An estimate of the three-body
coefficient for forming H3** in high 1-states from H3 + and two electrons would be given
by the product of the capture rate coefficient (-a few 10 -7 cm3/s), the lifetime of the
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resonance(-10-8to 10-7s), andthe1-mixingcoefficientdueto electrons(>10-3cm3/s).
The resultingratecoefficient(-10-17cm6/s)wouldbelargerthatin Eq. 16by two orders
of magnitude.
We will now turn our attentionto decaymodesof H3**(n=7, v=l, 1) molecules
other than autoionization.They can be re-ionizedby slow electron collisions which
changetheir l-value back to the autoionizingstate(s, or p). In addition , they may
descendto lowerenergystatesby collisionalenergylosswith neutralatomsor electrons,
slow predissociation(if it occurs),by radiatingto a lowerstate,or by reactingwith anH2
molecule. Collisional energyloss (n-changing)with helium atomsis not important at
n=7 (Batesand Khare [54]) comparedto radiativedecay. The rate coefficient for n-
changingcollisionsof electronswith n=7Rydbergatoms(electronquenching)hasbeen
measuredby Devoset al. [52 ] to be~10-5cm3/swhich yields a destructionrate of
2x105s-1 at ne=2 xl0 I0 cm-3. Radiativedecayratesfor n=7 hydrogenicstatesare
close to lxl06 s-1 for s-states, 2x 107s-1 for p-states, and about 2x106 s"1 for a
statisticalmixtureof 1-valuesup to 1=6[51, 55 ]. Therefore, radiationis likely to be the
dominantdecaymodeunder theconditionsof our experiment,but electronquenching
will dominateat higherelectrondensities.Destructionin collisionswith H2will bea two
stepprocess,formationof anHS*complex,followedby predissociation,
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H3** + H2_ Hs* --* H2+ H3(n=3,4 ). (18)
The secondstepis essentiallythesameasdissociativerecombinationof H5+ions which
is known to occur rapidly. Reaction(18) is important for the interpretationof our
experiment,sinceit providestheneededenhancementof the lossrateof electronsin the
presenceof H2. The reaction will competewith radiativedecay if it occurson a time
scale of <l_ts. At [H2] = lx 1015 cm -3 , this requires a rate coefficient of - lxl0 "9 cm3/s
for reaction 18, which is not unreasonable.
In the following, we presenta simplerate model for the de-ionizationprocess
andcompareit to ourdata. Thecaptureandautoionizationstep
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H3+ + e- ¢--->H3**(n=7,s,p) (19)
is describedby a capturecoefficientkc andan autoionizationrateVa. Stabilizationby 1-
mixing duetoelectrons
H3** (n=7,s,p)+e- _ H3**(n=7,l>l)+e- (20)
and its reversereactionaredescribedby ratecoefficients ks andki in the forward and
reversedirections, respectively. Heliumdoesnot enteras a third body, sincewe have
assumedthat theelectronscontrol the rate-limiting stepin the l-mixing from s or p to
higher I andback.Themaindestructionreactionsfor H3** are:
H3**(n=7) ---> H3* (n<7)+ hv (radiation, rateVrad ) (21a)
H3** --> H2+ H ( or 3H ) (predissociation, rate vp) (21b)
H3**(n=7) + e- _ H3*(n<7) + e- (rate coefficient kqe ) (21c)
H3** + H2 ---> H2 + H3 (low n) ( rate coefficient kH ). (21d)
In order to allow for the possibility that the rate coefficients for H3** in the
autoionizing state (s,p) differ from those in higher l-states, we treat their destruction
separately and attach the subscripts "0" and 'T' to the respective rate coefficients. It is a
simple matter to show that this reaction scheme gives a de-ionization coefficient
ldne_ kc
fl- n_ dt l_ 1 (22)
n_k_ vl + Vo
(n,k i + v_)v_ vo
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where
and
V0 = Vrad,0 + Vp,0 + kqe ne + kH [ H2]
VI = Vrad, l + Vp,l + kqe tie + kH [ H2].
(23a)
(23b)
In the limit of large ne and high values of v, 13 approaches the constant value kc. This
means that all captured electrons recombine irreversibly. In the limit of vanishing ne, the
deionization rate coefficient 15approaches the value
]]- kv. (24)1
v0
This value still depends on the H2 concentration through Eq. 23a. In the limit of
vanishing [H2], [3 should approach a small value that depends on the ratio Va/Vrad,0. The
ratio may be on the order of ten to hundred and 13would then would be 1 to 10 % of kc.
V.3 Comparison of the RMS model to experimental data
The functional form of Eq. 22 fits our data quite well, and it is possible to find a
set of rate coefficients such that Eq. 22 provides a reasonable fit. Fig. 6 shows a
comparison to experimental values of 13(ne) (the same data as shown in Fig. 4 and 5, but
plotted as a function of the electron density). The rate coefficients used were:
kc = 4.4 x 10 .7 cm3/s
Va = 1.3x108 s-1
ks = 1.25x10-2cm3/s
ki = 3.1xl0 -4 cm3/s
Vrad,0= 1.1x 106 s- 1
Vrad, l = 1.1 xl06 s-1
Vp,0=Vp, 1 ---0
kH = 4.5 x 10 -9 cm3/s
kqe = Ix 10 -5 cm3/s
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This set of numbers is not necessarily unique but the values are quite close to
those that were estimated earlier. Detailed balancing suggests that the ratio ks/ki should
be close to n 2-1=48 (assuming that only the 1--0 state autoionizes), where n=7 is the
principal quantum number of the Rydberg state, since 1-mixing from s to l>0 states
requires little energy exchange(0.2 kT). The ratio ks/ki =40 fits the data quite well.
Our model is crude in many respects. For instance, we treat all Rydberg
molecules with l>l as a single entity which is probably not justified. We also do not wish
to give the impression that our experimental data provide sufficient evidence for the
validity of this model. More detailed studies would be needed to do that. On the other
hand, the estimates underlying the model seem sound and the rate coefficients are
reasonable.
V. 4 Consequences of the proposed de-ionization mechanism and relation to other
work.
If the proposed de-ionization mechanism occurred, it would immediately solve
the theoretical dilemma of having to account for "binary recombination" of electrons with
H3 + ions. This process is not needed to explain the observed de-ionization. It is only
required that the H3** Rydberg molecules decay to lower states by radiation, slow
predissociation,or collisional quenching,andthis will certainlyoccur. Radiationalone
wouldsufficeto explaintheobservedratecoefficients.
In supportof our model, we adduceseveralpiecesof supportingexperimental
evidence.The first of those is somewhatindirect but it shows that "loosely bound"
electrons(Rydbergmolecules)canpersistin someplasmas. The presenceof "loosely
boundelectrons"in pure-heliumafterglowshasactuallybeena puzzlefor manyyears.
He2÷ ionsdominatesuchplasmas,andtheyareknownnot to undergo rapid dissociative
recombination. The situation may be quite similar to that in H3 + plasmas. Experiments by
Kaplafka et al. [56] showed that exposure of a helium afterglow plasma to a rather weak
pulse of microwave radiation (capable of heating free electrons by several hundred K)
enhanced the free electron density by factors of up to three. This would indicate that the
plasma contained more loosely-bound electrons than free electrons. Similar observations
have been made by Castell [57]. It seems very likely that the "loosely bound electrons"
are He2* Rydberg molecules formed by collisional stabilization of He2** autoionizing
complexes, the same process that we invoke in the case of H3 + plasmas. It can be shown
from the equations given earlier that the concentration of Rydberg molecules can
approach or exceed that of free electrons if the electron density is sufficiently high.
To our knowledge, no search for loosely bound electrons has been carried out in
plasmas containing H3 + ions. There is, however, one puzzling spectroscopic observation
that could be explained readily by postulating the presence of Rydberg molecules. Both
Amano [58, 59] and also Miderski and Gellene [60] noted that H3 (or D3) absorption and
emission lines (from n=3 states) in H2 (D2) plasmas exhibited line profiles that indicated
high, non-thermal energies (about 0.3 eV) of the absorbing or emitting H3 molecules. As
noted by the authors, the energy is close to that expected if the excited (n=3) H3
molecules were formed by recombination of H5 +. But, as Amano noted, the plasma
should not have contained any H5 + ions under his experimental conditions. The solution
to the seeming contradiction may be that the fast, excited H3 species were produced from
3O
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H3* + H2 collisions, Eq. 18 , which has nearly the same energetics as H5÷
recombination. Thus, spectroscopicobservationsmay give the appearanceof H5÷
recombinationeventhoughtheseionsarenotpresentin theplasma.Actually, theremay
betwo excitationmechanismsfor H3(n)states,decayfrom H3** (noexcesstranslational
energy)andreaction(18). At highneandlow T, collisionalradiativerecombination(Eq.
16)shouldprovideanadditionalmechanismof populationRydbergstates.Spectroscopic
studiesmaybeableto distinguishthedifferentexcitationmechanisms.
The most direct observationthat indicatesproductionof H3** moleculesfrom
H3÷ recombinationcomesfrom themerged-beamexperimentsof Mitchell [49]. He found
thatthe apparentH3÷ recombinationcrosssectionscould be increasedby abouta factor
of five when a "deflectionfield" (usedto deflectunrecombinedions out of the beam
before they strike the detector)was reducedin magnitude.This would suggestthat
majority of H3÷+ e- "recombination" events produces long-lived H3** Rydberg
molecules.Therole of electricfieldsin beamexperimentsmay bequite complicatedand
probablydeservesomemoreanalysis.
The proposedmechanism,if it is valid, hasalso one disturbing consequence:
Observationof plasmade-ionizationcoefficientson theorderof afew 10-7cm3/scannot
be takenassufficientevidencefor a dissociativemechanism.Most ions that have been
studiedin the pastprobablydo recombinedissociatively, but thereis very little direct
evidencein supportof thatassumption.Stabilizationof Rydbergmoleculesis likely to be
more important in polyatomicions andin may,in part,explain the largerecombination
ratesof those.It may also play a role asan additional recombinationchannelin some
simpler ions,possiblyHCO+,Hell + andotherhydrideions, andit may alsogive rise to
somereactionproductsthat cannotbeproducedby binary recombination.Thus, it can
probably not be taken for granted that the product yields measured in afterglow
experiments are applicable to environme#nts at low densities, such as many
astrophysicalplasmas.
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VI. Conclusions
Our experimentalobservations,in part, arevery similar to thoseof Smith and
Spanel [13 ] and we concur with them that the decay of H3+ plasmasis indeed
anomalousin thesensethatit doesnot obeya simplerecombinationlaw. However,our
interpretationof theexperimentalfindings isentirelydifferent.
We attemptedto explaintheanomalousplasmadecayby assumingthepresence
of ions in thev--0 andvl=l state, but we did not find that this resultedin a consistent
descriptionof theexperimentaldata.An alternativede-ionizationmodel is proposedthat
invokescollisionalstabilizationof H3** Rydbergmolecules.If thismodelis correct,then
it is quite possibleandevenlikely thatthe binaryrecombinationof electronswith H3+
ions is a very slow process,aswaspredictedby theearly theoryof MichelsandHobbs
1"5].
Our measurements indicate that de-ionization coefficients in the range from 1.5
to 2.5 xl0 -7 cm3/s at 300 K may be appropriate for modeling of H3 ÷ plasmas of
reasonably high density, for instance those in electrical discharges and perhaps in some
planetary ionospheres. The T -0.5 dependence of o_(H3 +) on gas temperature that was
measured by Leu et al.[7] may be of some practical value to scale this "recombination
coefficient" to other gas temperatures. The de-ionization coefficient of D3 + appears to be
significantly smaller than that of H3 ÷.
It is an entirely different question which recombination coefficient should be used
in environments of very low densities, e.g. in the interstellar medium. Here, the "true"
binary recombination coefficient at low temperatures is needed. It is conceivable that the
recombination cross sections measured in ion-storage ring experiments are close to the
true values, but this is far from obvious since the presence of electric fields in the
interaction region may also lead to 1-mixing effects. The recent observations by Mitchell
33
andcoworkers[49] indicatethatthe interpretationof beamexperimentsmay befar more
complicatedthanhadbeen thought.
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TableI
Recombination coefficients observedin earlier experiments.The abbreviations of
methods refer to: SA (Stationary Afterglow), FALP (Flowing Afterglow/Langmuir
Probe),IR (Infrared absorptionin afterglow plasmas),MB (MergedBeam), ISR (Ion
StorageRing). The crosssectionsmeasuredin beamexperiments(MB and ISR) have
beenconvertedto 300K ratecoefficients.
[ 10-7cm3/sl
2.3_+0.3
1.6
<0.2
1.8_+0.2
T
[K]
300
300
300
Method
SA
SA
vibrational
state
0
0
reference
510 IR 0 17
300 FALP >3 (1, 2) 13
(300) MB 0 21
(300) ISR 0 22
1.3 (0.3)
0.2
1.15
210 IR 0 15
1.5 (1.1) 300 (650) FALP -<3 (0) 11, 12
<2
8
9FALP 0
7
FigureCaptions
Fig.1 Schematicdiagramof theflow tubeusedin theseexperiments.Themain section
of thetubehasa lengthof 34cmandaninternaldiameterof 6 cm.
Fig. 2 Valuesof [_(z)(filled squares,fight-handscale)derivedfrom simulatedne(z) data
(opencircles,left-handscale)by theproceduredescribedin thetext.Line drawnthrough
the ne(z)data representsa third orderpolynomial fit. A recombinationcoefficient of
2x10"7 cm3/swasusedin the simulation.The arrow indicates the position where the
reagentisaddedin thesimulation.
Fig. 3 Measuredde-ionizationcoefficients_ in H3+ andD3+ plasmasobtainedfrom the
1/nevs. z plots,asa functionof H2 (D2)concentration.Heavyline: Least-squaresfit to
thedata.Dottedlinesrepresentthe95%confidencelimits of the least-squarefit.
Fig. 4 Valuesof ]](z) (filled squares,right-handscale)derivedfrom measuredne(z) data
(opencircles,left-handscale)at [H2] = 1.3xl014 cm "3. Line drawn through the he(Z) data
represents a third-order polynomial fit. The arrow indicates the position where the
reagent is added in the simulation. Lines through _(z) points represent model
calculations using the two-state model for a quenching coefficient of kq= lx 10 -12 cm3/s
(dashed line) and kq= lx 10-13 cm3/s (dotted line).
Fig. 5 Values of _(z) (filled squares, fight-hand scale) derived from measured ne(z) data
(open circles, left-hand scale) at [H2] = 1.7xl015 cm "3. Line drawn through the he(Z) data
represents a third-order polynomial fit. The arrow indicates the position where the
reagent is added in the simulation. Lines through _(z) points represent model
calculations using the two-state model for a quenching coefficient of kq= lx l0 -12 cm3/s
(dashed line) and kq= lx 10-13 cm3/s (dotted line).
Fig. 6 Comparison of observed values of _(ne) at [H2] = 1.3x1014 cm "3 (circles) and
[H2] = 1.7xl015 cm "3 (squares) to the model calculations described in the text.
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